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About This Game

Racing on cars is an excellent virtual entertainment, which we can not always afford in real life. Primitive Race is a game about
racing with an unusual "cubic" style.

The game has 2 modes:
City: this mode, if you just want to relax and without any additional difficulties to drive a couple of circles around the city. Just

here, you can test your car and practice a little.
Race: is the main mode. In the game there are several routes that open, if you take one of the first three places. Just for taking

the prize-winning place, you get money for which you can improve your car or buy a new one!

In the game, several types of cars are available, their improvements, different tracks, a train, the time of day ... And throughout
the game you will be accompanied by the sounds of the engine, the wheels, and also a nice sound track.
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Title: Primitive Race
Genre: Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Primitive Studio
Publisher:
Primitive Studio
Release Date: 7 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 duo +

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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These are one of the worst games in my steam library.

The game design is really bad at times - you can not swap weapons, you have to depend on random drops. The sound effects are
terrible, graphics (if you can call them that) are miserable and the AI is just stupid. This should have been a flash game in the
early 2000s, not a game on the steam market.

Dont buy it - you can beat the 40 levels in about an hour, it has no story and there are many better games than this.. I love bridge
building games and this takes the same idea of a physics based building game and puts an even more fun spin on it. And ski
jumps too... Who wouldn't love it!?!?. Crazy N fun. Very simple mechanics, but creative dinamics. It's a funny game. The knife
is pink.

Buy it.
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I really don't know where to begin, this game moved me the way only a few games in the past could do. It is a walking simulator
\/ adventure game \/ horror-thriller movie with a detective novel essence. Incredible graphics, almost real life like, the
soundtracks reminded me of the naive Miyazaki movies, a little sad deep inside, a little wondrous like a child. I played it like a
tourist as well, took so many screen shots I almost felt like a Japanese tourist in Istanbul... And you would play this game even if
it lasted 4 years to complete, it would be a hell of a journey... Buy it play it, digest it, remember it.... 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=lHCpCrF5CGE. very good game if you like and also love cars. It has been more than 1
year since I played this game, i just realized that i need to post a comment for this game.

Developing a text based adventure game has been one of my dreams and this game triggered that ambition in me. I owe this
game that. Now i know what to do.

Cheers.. Graphics-Solid and consitent. Not some half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665pixel art used soley because it was easy
to do
Music- Awesome, though all sounds lack "punch"; they all feel weak.
Gameplay-Solid shooter in a set map with tons of baddies
UI-The Ui is unintutitive and bland. Could use some touch ups.
Polish- Its okay, could use some work. For example, a "you died" screen rather than just sinking to the floor.

Notes: Could really use a save function. If maps were slightly varied each time it would make me want to try it again and again,
but as it stands, doing the same thing over and over can get boring.
. Dannazione! That doll puzzle tho. :P. The Ninth Element follows one to four wizards on an epic quest to save all of Midgard.

Like the game, it's full of great pop culture references and nearly constant comedic chaos. Even if you haven't played any of the
games you can enjoy the book, but for those who have played the games there are many extra moments of hilarity - especially
concerning the panther-like Davlo.

While some people might consider the writing a little thin, I found it kept things moving speedily and very reminiscent of the
game's pacing\/style.

Personally, I would enjoy more from Dan McGirt\/Magicka, and would recommend The Ninth Element full price or sale - even
if you don't own the game, I'd say it's definitely worth buying it to get the book.. A really great little game to play whenever you
want!. I don't like not being able to just drive to different areas. Instead you can only pick a load and just go on a slow journey
for a couple minutes. Don't waste your $10. Not worth it.. Good game but abandoned :(
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